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1. Introduction 

One of the iaportant processes in high energy physics is the 
B1111ihilation of point-like fermiona, 

e+e-- (l:l~)- ;v-rrJ. (1.1) 

This reaction allows the precise determination of tb.e mass M2 and 
tb.e width (; of the weak neutral gauge boson as well as the stu~ of 
other features of tb.e electroweak theor.y/1/ at tb.e new oolliders SLC 
and LBP. These new experimantal feaaibilitiea represent a great 
challenge for theorists wbo want to ensure the anal7sis of data with 
sufficient accuracy and reliability/2•31. In th~s respect the poten
tiallv large QBD radiative corrections necessaril7 require special 
care. The fruitful competition of different theoretical approaches 
led to a permanently rising number of complementary results. Analy
tic formulae allow a deeper understanding of essential features of 
the process and a fast numerical orientation, whereas Monte-carlo 
(MC) studies are the ideal tool for the interpretation of data obtai
ned in experiments. In fact, ver.y effective Me-algorithms b.ave been 
developedlJ-51. 

In this article, we present a systematic and to some extent 
complete analytic investigation of the o( QED radiative correc
tions to reaction (1) within the electroweak standard theor.y. We ob
tain compact expressions tor tb.e angular distribution dff-/dc ( C..:CosS 

with. [) tb.e ems scattering angle between e"~- and fi- ); tb.e total 
cross section Or , 

0,.=6(-f,+l} (1.2) 

and the integrated forward-backward asymmetr.y AFg , 

Ar8 =[o(o,t) -6/-<)o)]A) (1.J) 

aa... ~ -. " . : ·; I,.!"~-, .. .-c:llid, 1<1.!.,.\ ,;,, ...... ,. 
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where we use the notation 
C.t dQ"" 

()(cll c.t) = J de de. 
~~ 

(1.4) 

In the context of the electroweak theory it is technically difficult 
to obtain analytic results including hard photon bremsstrahlung, 
much more difficult than in pure QED. To simplify the problem we 
treat the photon totally inclusive (i.e. no photon observation at 
all). The only further assumption we made is the ultra-relativistic 
approximation: m/, !Tf.t~S/1i, 112·!2 • The mass Mz and the width 
~ 161 of the Z-boson are taken into account without 8QY further ap
proximation at arbitrary beam energy f= vsh_. 

The QED-corrections arising from diagrams shown in Pig. 1 are 
model-independent in the sense that they depend only on the mass and 
width as well as on the vector and axial-vector couplings of the 
weak neutral boson but are not sensitive to further details of the 
electroweak theory. Of course, they may be combined with the genuine 
weak loop corrections/7,8/ to form the complete c( EWRC (electro
weak radiative corrections). Purther, multiphoton initial state ra
diation/9,101 has to be added to really compete with the experimen-
tally accessible accuracy. 

Generally, attempts to get analytic results on the angular diet-
_ ......... __ ,/~;-/./_ /11-15/ --~ --- ~·-- '-•- "-• • - •• . ... 
----·--- ""'"'-~I(..(\.... ...,..,. .... '-'K v.w.g •uVGf!a..LCilVVU. v-u'-'W. GD31111KC""-'J f1F/!J 

115, 16/ are scarce though exist for some other distributions; see, 
e.g.,/2,4• 81. Concerning the total cross section, there has been 
done .uch work on initial (and on the more trivial final) state ra
diation/4,5,10•11•141, whereas the remarkably simple analytic expres
sions for their interference to be presented in this part of the pa
per are to our knowledge lacking in the literature. Of course, it is 
not difficult to extend the results presented here to the case of a 
longitudinally polarized electron beam to get the left-right asym
metr,y A.<.( or to the production of longitudinally polarized fermions 
allowing the stu~ of the asymmetry A pol • 

!he angular distribution do/de is a basic quantity for the 
theoretical analysis of reaction (i). With a simple one-dimensional 
integration oTer the analytic expression to be presented in the se
cond part of this article one may simulate a more realistic (but yet 
idealized) experimental situation for Or and AFs by excluding the 
beaa pipe region or a broader region of low angles for a detector 
(de-.Dding, e.g., that /C/<0.9). This cut also excludes much of the 
large BJaOunt of hard photon breustrahlung. If there is required a 
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more realistic treatment of hard photons, the analytic formulae of 
this stu~ may be combined with 8QY 11::-program for hard bremsstrah
lung simulation. But, in contrast to the usual approach one has to 
subtract from the analytic expression the observed hard photon 
events (and not to ~ the non-observed hard photon events). This 
seems to be an interesting new ansatz for the calculation of obser
vables, at least in the aspect of an independent check of more com
mon procedures. 

This article is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce 
the definitions and notation. Chapter J contains the C-even QED-cor
rections to the total cross-section ~ and Chapter 4 the C-odd 
contributions to the integrated forward-backward asymmetry ArB • Both 
the results are numerically compared with an IC-calculation. In the 
Appendix, we comment on the method used to carry out the analytic in
tegration of hard bremsstrahlung. 

2. Definitions 

The differential cross section corresponding to the diagrams of 
~i~. 1 mav be narametrized as followa: 

rift= ?rot' £o.t[ f + c'- + !i:_ tr. -r Q F. + rl· r.)1 + 
de ~ S 11 

I ']I l 10 'f 1 '-f ~ ~ 

+2{q/t~~Re {J{!+c1 + ~ J (Go+ q 6~ + 0~4 )j + 

+2{qj~aJ~e[f 2 ~ + ~ J ( G3 + ~ ~ + q~ Gs )j + 

{~~ ~(z~~ ~!}~ f + c}_ + ~Re (No + q ~t + qtH2 )] + 

+4t~a, t: a1 /JI) lc + :j,Pe (H, + qH, _, qtH,)]} . 
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Fig. 
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1. The QED J3 radiative contributions to the e+e-
annihilation into.a fermion pair considered in 
this article. 

Using the definitions (1.2), (1.3) we derive: 

~:=~{q2.[1 +~ (~T+~~~T)]+ 

+ 2-lql{~ fe [; -r ~ J (6or + ~1. ~T)] +~{~1~ qfe{f4;)+ 

+ (~\ aj(tf+11
) (J/{1 *t #, fe (HoT+ q~HtT) 1 + 

(2.2) 

+It lk ~ ~ 1/J{~~~e (H,rJ}, 

4 

i 

A ~ { o( a~ rr 
Fb = (jT ?f"' 'f f:t + 

+ J. fqN tJ ; ~ ~e(J~j + 

+1/o)oettRe[~.f +~X (~r~ ({C:)} + 

+ (tfT{{~rr+~//J~ ~ Re (H1T) + 

+ 'f ?toe~~ {Jft[{ +; Re(H/ +0/H;)}j. 

(2.3) 

The QED radiative corrections are contained in the functions r' H: 
( ) ) 

{F' (/ HTj = l_ rdc.fr ~ H] ,:O){J ,s-. 
I)LJI ~.r L)•JL, 

(2.4) 

0 

These functions depend only on particle masses, the ~c -width and 
on the beam energy. Strictly speaking, one should add yet the fer
mionic vacuum polarization (see, e.g./4/) to get the complete o{ 3 
QED contribution. The reader should have in mind that this has not 
been done here. 

Tn ~? 1 )-!:?. 3 ~ q :!.::; t!:.;; ;;:!;.;,:;: e;~ v:: ~:,.., !J.L·vuuutlu i BriRJ.OD., ~ =-1 • 

The 'lf and a__ are vector and axial-vector couplings to the massive 
neutral vector boson. In the standard electroweak theory they become 

~ = J. ) 1~ = I - 4 .sJ f q_ /. (2.5) 

Following the recommendations of the study group of electroweak ra
diative corrections at LEP/3/, we use the following definition ofj(: 

f=he (1-8r)- 1_ 
(2.6) 

Here real constant I< measures the relative strengths of the photon 
and weak neutral boson couplings, in the standard tneory: 

*= 
8~ 

16~e~ ) 
where we use the on-mass-shell renormalization scheme: 

(2. 7) 

C!:: = { _ .5._.;.t =- f1J /l-1z. -t , / = e /s.v . The complex kinema-

tic variable Je relates t~e corresponding propagatorsa 
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Je 
s 

.s - ,-114.. 
(2.8) 

with 

f\1 ~ = M 2~ - i /11 f2 • (2.9) 

In eq. (2.6) the quantity b'r is the radiative correction to the 
muon decay constant G/' • So we can rewrite (2.6) as follows 

~ ::!}:!_ --.. -- .. 0.38894 - -
G. 11~!2.... s ( ~).(_ J 

f Vi ?Jid... ..S-ft1-Z 13 5-J!-t 
( 2. 10) 

The point-like QED-cross section 6';; is 

(2.11) ~:-- - lr1i d. t 
vo- 35 . 

A longitudinal polarization A of the electron beam may be taken 
into account by the following modification of electron couplings: 

~~1 ____. (~ -~ae)~ > 

tie a f ----+ (ae - ).?fe) of ) (2.12) 

(1r + aet-) (tit -r 0~) ~ ( v/- + ae~ - 2 A ~a(!· ) ( ~t +a/), 

4 ~De~~ ~1 [it~Oe -~ {zkz+Q~~)J'L~~. 

Alternatively, the creation of a fermion with a definite helioity 
state ( )~ = !i) may be described by a corresponding change in the 
fermion couplings. This simple procedure of inclusion of a longitu
dinal polarization is no longer true in the presence of-genuine weak 
loop corrections because these destroy the factorisation property of 
the couplings valid here. But even for weak corrections one may ob
tain some adequate substitutions which are only slightly more compli
cated than (2.12) as has been demonstrated in 117/, 

). The integrated C-even corrections 

The analytic calculations done with SCHOOBSCHIP/181 will not be 
described in this article. Some reamrks on the definitions and the 
strategy used together with some references of more technical orien-
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tation may be found in the Appendix. Here we only remember that the 
QED-corrections considered are a gauge-invariant sum of vertex (or 
box diagram) corrections and of initial- or final-state radiation 
(or their interference). The infrared finiteness is ensured due to 
the inclusion of both the loop diagrams and the soft photon radia
tion. Since we integrate over the complete photon phase space, the 
result doesn't contain any out-off parameter. Instead, it is Lo

rentz-invariant. 
The initial-state corrections are 

{',T= d+-/; (i_l- f), 

G.T=- d + i { £ + 1-t O+e 1
) Ltz.] > 

fi(J7 =- d + -t [2 ~ ~ j_- /~/t + ~ ~ :. (J-l'J (A·+R
2

) L~] , 
with 

d= 11..$ - .!. 
3 1 

1: = Le - { . 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(J.J) 

(3.4) 

The pure QED function {., T is known from/11 I. The other two ini-
tiel-state corrections depend on one additional, complex parameter 

~. 
p = 11!: 

s 
,., c:: ' 

with /1!l as defi'ned in (2.9). The fk is its complex conJugate. 

Purther, 

L - _i_ > a= e f a.- M z ") J 
<{ 

LR. = e~ {1- 1 IR. ) 

(3.6) 

(3. 7) 

The use of complex variables in final expressions allows a very com
pact notation compared to a more conservative, real-variable app
roach. This is especially evident for the C-odd functions but may 
be also realised comparing (),2}-(J,J) with the real expressions for 

r;_ T, 1-1/ which may be found in/5/, 
c All initial-state-radiation functions show the well-known QED 

mass-singularity term i due to the emission of a photon from an 
electron line. 'rhe other mass singularity in ~T arising there from 
the photon propagator kinematics is regularized by the final fermion 
mass in Lr . In G T, fl T this singularity has been naturally repla-

--r 0 • 

7 
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tiona is quite good. But far from the resonance 0T differs essen
' tially from ~T (several sigmas), which is quite obvious, because 

the resonance box approximation is valid only near the resonance. 

4. The integrated C-odd corrections 

The initial-state QED corrections to the integrated forward
-backward asymmetry (2.3) are: 

~ ~T=- i + ::t<R. (1-fll2)+H-!!.)ftt_i_ +; ~+JJ{)L;_2 (1)+ <4.1) 

1 1-R.[ 1+:;~!tt H)1: R. 1+R.-t]) 
+ Z l+R. -~ 2 + Ltfl-£) + O+R.)-t 3 , 

; H3T=-~~:~~-I::f}~z +Jt-Rt%~ + fO+'I~-l/~rJ4r1J+ 
/1. .2R.. ) ~ ) (- S" 61(-1 -+ L( 1- R..~) 1 +(8 -U+RI~ (1+{ + -2 +2N.,.RI~ U+~/1( rfn2+ 

t 4ff~ ~-R* <4 •2 > 
+.2/Z O+~Y R..-R.if J1 · 

The following abbreviations are used: 

JJ3 = 2J1 -r;D.z. + f!tL ~2 + (f- 2 btl) L~ , (4.3) 

:4 =A + l.i<- (-f) - Li r~) ~ tn({_:) ftL (- j )) (4.4) 

1'l - I · (_ I+R.. ) 1 f. ;_ 
,vo,l- M;t (-; ~-fl. + ;_ 1?. > , (4.5) 

4_(~) .. -jJ-t #,_{1-Zt). (4.6) 
, ~ 

These corrections have no analogue in pure QED. Both ~~and 1-(
3
1 

contain the electron mass-singularity term i 0.4) and fiT develops 
:3 

a redia ti ve tail beyond the resonance in the same way as H T. Addi-
o tionally, the Euler dilogarithm with a complex argument and a depen-

dence on ~~arise here. Both dependences are closely connected with 
the behaviour of C-odd functions on the integration boundary C•O 
(2.4). This fact will become more evident from the corresponding 
spectra in ec,.,S to be presented in the second part of thie article·. 
As a result, the C-odd functions are of considerably more complexi
ty than the corresponding C-even functions. 

II 



The QED bremsstrahlung and the interference of photon box diag
rams with the QED Born-graph yield the following pure QED contribu-

tions to AFB 1 

!;!,. = f -+ t [ t- 16 en.z -lvi.z (1)L <4·7> 

~4~o)I=-P+f{l+6~2..+~!?.2)- !j{i.-5~2), 
P= (~+9t,Z.) Pre. . 

The function F,T in (2.3) may be composed as followe/
1
5/: 

4 

Fl= fl. e (fl)) 

+r=- ~;,. + F 4~,. 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

(4.11) F/ = - ~ !..<.2 (t) + f &/<. - If e,. !1. + J == - ~- s n . 
The pure QED bremsstrahlung F1~r is. a real function for the same rea
eons as Fo:i • Due to the vanishing two-photon production threshold, 
the photon box diagrams have an energy-independent imaginary part. 
This imaginary part interferes with the complex (due to the ff~
dependence of (2.7)) Z-boeon Born-graph and contributes to the pho-

ton-Z-boeon interference function Grt • . 
The initial-final-state interference functions due to Z-boeon 

exchange are : 

HT== p- J. (51{-3)- ..,i (ftf<_ -2R.R.)LJ, /f)+ 
fer 't "' ::zt~ (4.12) 

+ 1:r<. (-12. -31<. +8R.\Sr<3)f42 + f(1-1<){5-f<+!;R)L2~)-

- 4:R ~-41<+1<~1,_ + j_ (5"-3R+61<~)1J~ + i (6-31<.+5~ 2)~, 

f{~=-P + ~ -R +(9-~R-4t<")mz +lf!rll + j (-S+Lti<)Ll+ 

+ j [4-8/Z -t3R.:<.+2{-S +3R-6R..z)t?n.<.]Le + (4 .13) 

+U-3~+6~2-8~3 )[4~-1~)-4~-f )]+~t[L!&)-40- k)]. 
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The asymmetry AAB contains the sum of (4.12)-(4.13): 

HT- HT ; 
I - ftr -t ku.,x · 

(4 .14) 

The initial-final-state and photon-Z-boson-exchange interference 
functions ~Tare the average of the corresponding functions If' 
and H/ : 

G1
1-j (f/-t H/). (4.15) 

At first sight this identity, which we derived by direct calcula
tion, looks mwsterious, but a more deep analysis shows that rela
tions of that kind hold already on the level of traces and are valid 
for any initial-final interference. A similar relation holds even 
for ~~ and /1¥ though this is not so obvious due to the absence of 
a pure QED-function F~. Evidently, the initial-state photon-Z-boson 
interference cannot be a simple sum of photon and Z-boson exchange 
terms because of their very different mass signularities and radia
tive tail properties. 

The final-state contribution to the integrated asymmetry vani
shes identically after summing up the vertex correction and bremsst
rahlung: 

r;sT == Hfj r = 0. (4. 16) 

This behaviour is present already for the angular distribution (2.1) 
and may be understood as a consequence of the following fact. In the 
limit of small fermion masses, it is not possible to define a non
vanishing axial-vector-type self-energy of the photon or Z-boson due 
to fermions because there is only one independent momentum for the 
composition of tensor structures. The imaginary part of the self
-energy is proportional to the final-state radiation correction. This 
connection·allows a simple derivation of (4.16) and also explains 
(3.18). 

The resonance contributions of the box diagrams as introduced 
in Sect. 3 are (see the comment after eq.(3.20)): 

?~8~ = j (F~:.,y ;- h~;"Y), 

{~~o){ = -f- (~+B~<. )[ &, (l-1) + j13!} + 1 + 

+ (i+'tt,z)tn2. +i.~.-t2{1). 

13 
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The numerical contributions to AFBfrom the integrated C-odd 
functions are shown in Table 2. In the energy interval considered, 

Table 2. Individual contributions to AFB ss defined in (2.3). 
Specifications are those of Tahle 1, 

~ (GeV) 60 

O';,(nB) 0,02413 

A 

I 

z 

p1 

G1 
G3 a, 
H3 

0 

-24.84033 
0,08817 

0.63553 
-0,00100 

1. 07973 
-0.00676 
-0,00959 

APB -23.054 

A~B -23,050 

A' -??.Q7~ 

MC: /:F: :to.1oo 
li• 

•750000 

• 

82 

0.01292 

0 

-64.48485 
1,12134 

0.34096 
-0.00323 

7.41178 
0.02753 

-0.22009 

-55.807 

-55.489 

-'i'i.~Qq 

:!:o,1oo 

92.5 

0,01015 

0 

-6.27147 
2,88018 

0,00901 
-0.00066 
0.05346 
0.03843 

-1.01485 

-4.306 

-4.105 

-~.A?? 

:!:o,1oo 

93.0 93.5 

0,01004 0.00994 

0 0 

5.15924 
2.71523 2.40791 

0.00717 0,00723 
-0,00035 -0.00008 
-2.29662 -4.05141 
0,02742 0,01686 

-0.84558 -0.53917 

-0.393 

-0.287 

3.001 

3.022 

-0.1'i6 ?.774 

:!:o,1oo :!:o,1oo 

100 

0,00869 

0 

20.58333 
0.75847 

0.05212 
0,00084 

-2.94114 
0.00774 
0.96717 

19.429 

19.281 

1q,408 

:!:o,1oo 

To the Me-results in Tables 1,2 we have assigned the statistical 

errors aa follows L1 rJ/ /I!J 1
"' (4 /!lr:v - ~INc. )111. , dAFB =- (4/AJe11 -1 UAI, Y~ 

where IJw and Nc.. are the numbers of useful generated and crude 
events in the Me prograo, respectively (for all fS AVe~~). Expres
sion for l1 A1=8 was obtained for iAre, /<:<-{. The errors for Or are 
somewhat greater than those assigned by the authors of KUSTRAAL, The 
discussion of the statistical and systematic errors in the MUSTRAAL 
and detailed co1aparison of analytic and MC calculations as well as a 
recipe bow to u9date the MC-program to reproduce analytic results 
will be present~d in a subsequent publication, 
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the Born interference term is largest with the exception of the Z-bo
son pole where it vanishes due to the zero of j (see (2. 9)), Gene
rally, the influence of the different corrections depends on two com
ponents, on the relative weight, they get from the kinematical factor 
of order either l or .f or /f /t., and on their own magnitude for a 
given energy, With the exception of GT 8JlY of the functions has a 
region of sensible influence.Here again we confronted the analytic 
results with those obtained numerically with KUSTRAAL, 

We remark that in the neighbourhood of the resonance the agree
ment of two calculations is not so good as for or'· Note also that 
the nonleading imaginary parts (e.g, those due to powers of R) are 
noticeable here, hence they have to be taken into account carefully. 
Near the pole, the interplay of several contributions reduces the· AFf• 
which complicates the phenomenological analysis of this observable/2 , 

• Here we do not study details of this behaviour because in the second 
part of this article the more realistic differential cross section 
do/de., (2 .1) may be analysed. 

Acknowledgements. We would like to thank A.A.AkhUildov and G,V,Kicel
macher for fruitful discussions and W.Lohmann, K.Lokajicek, J,Ridky, 
H.-E.Ryseck and K.Sachwitz for support in the numerical comparison 
with the results of program KUSTRAAL, 

Appendix 

This Appendix contains some remarks on the technique used to 
study the process 

e- (K4, me)-+e+(A'z)me)- f-{f4>"'f) -+f-t(f2)n'f)+({p)_ (A,1) 

The problem to be solved here is the integration of hard bremsstrah
lung. The Lorentz-invariant integration phase space is parametrized 
as follows: 1- ~ ~ .,., b 

Jd r = 1i'L jJMe fKJ.t I-: ~JJ~~}/ift. · 
1 • .$ 'J ' 1-XT1t11 Is 'o 
I _ ~ 0 T ·-1 (} 

(A,2) 

The 6)~ and yt are angles of the photon in the rest system of feraion 
~- plus photon: .- ... 

ft+f=O. (A,3) 

The twofold integration over these angles is carried out first, Then, 
integration over the normalized energy X of the fermion f+in the 
centre-of-mass system, 

X=~~~ (A,4) 

15 



yields the angular distributiond~/'J~£9 (2.1). For the calculation 
of the total cross section 6T and the integrated forward-backward 
asymmetry A/'8 after integrating over the photon angles BR , f(k. , we 
integrate over the scattering angleC~ct.lS6l and then over the fermion 
energy. So, in fact we did not analytically integrate over the dif
ferential in ~C9 cross section as is suggested by (1.2)-(1.4). These 
definitions, however, have been used for a numerical integration in 
order to check the analytic results. Further, at the Z-boson pole, 
.5.= N~"-, and in the small and large ..S limits we proved analytic ally 
that (1.2)-(1.4) are fulfilled. At small (large) .5: , an additional 
control is given by the necessary cancellation of powers (inverse 
powers) of R.=tJ'fs • The analytic calculations have been done with 
SCHOONSCHIP/18 and consist of several thousand statements, approxi
mately half of them being control calculations. The strategy to be 
followed is quite different from that of the KG-approach where one is 
interested in very compact expressions. Here, at each of the subse
quent integration steps one reduces by algebraic manipulations the 
squared matrix element to a minimal, but sufficiently simple set of 
integrable functions. This set is called the canonical form and can 
be integrated by means of prepared sets of bremsstrahlung standard 
integrals 120•21 1; see also/22 •231. Before the first integration, the 
squared matrix element is a complicated sum of ratios of polynomials 
in the integration variables ~~) Co.l~ • The'next step deale al
::::::::.~ -;;! ~!:. =:-;:;. !!~z.~::. !\.U.£v ~~""".u' cu.t.U :i.uts,a.L·.i ~iwu:t, c:anO. ~" ~B .o.ere wnere 
the Euler dilogarithms (4.6) arise. The whole procedure has a common 
feature with the chess: the rules are not too complicated but never
theless the game is quite sophisticated. 

The bremsstrahlung integral (A.2) has been divided into soft and 
hard photon contributions. Here we follow the method developed for 
deep inelastic ep-scattering in 1191, see also/151. Both the refe
rences are concerned with pure QED. But since soft bremsstrahlung 
factorizes from the Born cross section (as do the QED vertex inser
tions), the inclusion of Z-boson exchange gives no further complica
tion. The same is not true, of course, for the hard bremsstrahlung 
integrals/21 1. Without going into details, we only remark that due 
to the relation 

I ; 
-1 s-'-"-frt-~tt = ~re { s'~J1~ - L) (A.5) 

the Z-boson part of the calculation is not considerably more compli
cated than the photon-Z-boson interference which is linear in the 
Z-boaon propagator.Purther, (A.5) shows the mathematical origin of 
tail effects in initial radiation corrections. The ~ 1 ie the invariant 
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energy squared of the Z-boeon which has to be integrated over in the 
case of initial-state radiation (for final-state radiation, sbs ). 
Once again it is obvious here that one has to carry out the complete 
calculation in the complex plane. The box diagram contributions to 
the angular distribution are well-known/241. The integration over 
the scattering angle/21 1 yields the compact expressions (3.12)-(3.13), 
(4.13), (4.15) which seem to be obtained here for the first time. 

We would like to conclude the Appendix with a comment on possib
le further applications of the technique developed. The analytic in
vestigation of the QED corrections in a theory with several heavy ne
utral bosone/8/ is only slightly more complicated. This is due to the 
fact that the algebra is essentially linear in tlle Z-boeon propaga
tors as is indicated in (A.5). The treatment of a narrow resonance, 
4:/i ~ ~ 1... , seems also possible with slight modifications. However, 
an analytic description of the process ~+e---. e+e-(f} is much more 
difficult due to the additional f -channel diagrams and their inter
ference with the ,5 -channel diagrams which are studied here. 
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Bap~HH n.m. H ~p. 
3neKTPOMarHHTHbJe rrorrpaBKH rrop.R~Ka a 
Ke+e--aHHHrHn.RQHH B rrapy I}JepMHOHOB B TeopHH 
3neKTpocJia6oro B3aHMo~eifcTBH.R. Tionnoe 
ce'leHHe aT H HHTerpanbHa.R CHMHeTPHR AFB 

E2-88-324 

IlonyqeHbl ananHTH'leCKHe BblpaJKeHH.R ~n.R rronnocTbiO rrpoHn
TerpHpoBaHHbJX K3n-aKna,o;oB rrop.R~Ka a 3 B rronHoe ce'IJeHHe aT 
H HHTerpanbHYIO acHMMeTpHIO arrepe,o;-Hasag AFB ~n.R rrpo~ecca 

e+e- -+ f+f- (y) • Ilpe~rronaraeTC.R, .RTO I}JoTOHbJ neHa6n10p;aeMbl. 
Pac'IJeT BbiilOnHeH B ynbTpapen.RTHBHCTCKOM rrpH6nHJKeHHH no MaC
CaM I}JepMHOHOB, ITpH 3TOM He ~enaeTC.II HHKaKHX ~ononHHTenbHbJX 
npH6nHJKeHHif no Macce Mz H mHpHHe fz HeHTpanhnoro BeKTopno
ro 6o3oHa. 

Pa6oTa Bbmonueua a flaoopaTOPHH TeopeTH'IJecKoif I}!H3HKH 
OHRH. 

npenpiUIT 061.eAHHeHHOro HHC'IIITyTB IIJlepHWX Hccne.QollaHldl . .lly6aa 1988 

Bardin D.Yu. et al. E2-88-324 
The Electromagnetic a3 Contributions 
to e+e--Annihilation into Fermions in the 
Electroweak Theory. Total Cross Section 
aT and Integrated Asymmetry AFB 

Analytic expressions are obtained for the integrated as 
QED contributions to the total cross section aT and the 

. + -forward-backward asymmetry AFB 1n the process e e ~ . 
+ - I -+ f f-y. Photons from soft and hard bremsstrahlunP, are as-

sumed not to be observed. The calculations are performed 
in tile ultrart>lativistic approximation in fermion masses, 
mt << s, M~, Mzl'z, hut the mass Mz and width rz of the 
neutral weak gaup,e boson Z are treated without any further 
approximations. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 

of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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